Merlin Wireless
built by BERG

THE LIQUOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM THAT DOES IT ALL!

- Affordable
- Functional
- Easy to use
- Venue friendly
- POS/PC interface compatible
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Wireless Liquor Control System

- ROI in less than 6 months
- Eliminates losses via overpours
- POS/cash register interface
- Bartender/server ID
- 4 selectable portions / price levels
- Thousands + of pours per charge
- All bottles are security sealed
- Touch screen watch
- Integrates with all BERG Dispenser Networks
- Tilt and temperature sensors insure accurate portions
- Reliable 2-way RF communication in harsh environments
- Optional BERG Infinity Software provides:
  - Reporting - Printable / Emailable
  - Price level and portion changes
  - Custom Scheduled events